University of Texas Antifa
Group
Advocates
Throwing
Bricks at Police Officers’
Heads
University of Texas at Austin’s Revolutionary Student Front
group will resume weekly “self-defense classes” that are
really designed to promote violence. Last October, they sent
out a tweet saying, “Bricks belong best thrown at pig heads!”
A student Antifa group taught University of Texas at Austin
students “self-defense” Saturday.
University of Texas at Austin’s Revolutionary Student Front
group tweeted it would resume “weekly self-defense classes.”
It posted a photo of communist soldiers along with its
advertisement.
“Our first class is going to be hosted at UT on Saturday at
1:00 PM on the green space by the turtle pond,” the group
said. “Dress in comfortable workout clothes (high for the day
is 54°) and bring some water!”
However, it appears the student group promotes actions
surpassing mere self-defense.
“Bricks belong best thrown at pig heads!” the Revolutionary
Student Front said in October.

The organization also believes “white supremacy is at the
heart of American values.”
Read full article here…

Whistleblower Cop Exposes
Migrant Rape Crimes in Sweden
Sweden: Police officer, Peter Springare, was reported to his
superiors and is likely to be investigated for saying the
country’s gang-rape problem is linked to migration and is a
“cultural phenomenon”. Last year, Springare blew the whistle
on migrant crime when he said that almost all serious crimes
are committed by migrants. For this, he has been labeled a
racist. Incidentally, ethnicity is hidden in the crime
statistics. -GEG

Swedish police officer Peter Springare has been
reported to police and will likely be investigated
after he said the country’s gang rape problem is
linked to migration and was a “cultural
phenomenon”.
Springare, who gained global attention after blowing the
whistle on the extent of migrant crime in Sweden last year
commented on the issue of gang rapes earlier this month
claiming such attacks were “new” and were a consequence of the

last 10 to 15 years of immigration
newspaper Aftonbladet reports.

policy,

Swedish

“There are also ethnic Swedes engaged in group violence, but
not in the same numbers as foreign-born offenders,” Springare
said. The comments, which were recorded by broadcaster TV4,
have since been reported to Bergslagen police who have
announced that an internal investigation will likely take
place.
The communications manager for the police in Bergslagen
confirmed that the report would be passed on to internal
investigators and said that Springare’s comments could
potentially harm public trust in the police.
Others were far more critical of the remarks with Secretary
General of Sweden’s Law Society Anne Ramberg commenting: “It
is remarkable. All civil servants and most policymakers must
have better judgement and adhere to our form of government and
the value base it expresses. These statements are almost
racist.”
Read full article here…

Former CIA Director Admits US
Meddles in Foreign Elections

“In
the
Democracy”

Interests

of

Former CIA Director James Woolsey admitted that the US meddles
in the elections of other people and then said, “Well, hmmm….
only for a very good cause…in the interests of democracy.” It
is ironic that he claims to be protecting democracy, yet CIA
interference in elections is the opposite of democracy.
Start video at 4:30:
Former CIA chief James Woolsey appeared on Fox News to push
the narrative of how dastardly ‘dem Russkies’ are in their
meddling with the sacred soul of America’s democracy.
Woolsey did his patriotic deep-state-duty and proclaimed the
evils of “expansionist Russia” and dropped ‘facts’ like
“Russia has a larger cyber-army than its standing army,”
before he moved on to China and its existential threats.
Ingraham asks Woolsey,
“Have we ever tried to meddle in other countries’ elections?”
Hes responds, surprisingly frankly…
“Oh probably… but it was for the good of the system…”
To which Ingraham follows up…
“We don’t do that now though? We don’t mess around in other
people’s elections?”
Prompting this extraordinary sentence from a former CIA chief…
“Well…hhhmmm, numm numm numm numm… only for a very good
cause…in the interests of democracy”

So just to clarify – yes, the CIA chief admitted that
Democracy-spreading ‘Murica meddled in the Democratic
elections of other nations “in the interests of democracy.”
In case you wondered which ones he was referring to, here’s a
brief selection since 1948…
2016: UK (verbal intervention against Brexit)
2014: Afghanistan (effectively re-writing Afghan constitution)
2014: UK (verbal intervention against Scottish independence)
2011: Libya (providing support to overthrow Colonel Gaddafi)
2009: Honduras (ousting President Zelaya)
2006: Palestine (providing support to oust Prime Minister
Haniyeh)
2005: Syria (providing support against President al-Assad)
2003: Iran (providing support against President Khatami)2003: Iraq (ousting of President Hussein)
2002: Venezuela (providing support to attempt an overthrow of
President Chavez)
1999: Yugoslavia (removing Yugoslav forces from Kosovo)
1994: Iraq (attempted overthrow of President Hussein)
1991: Haiti (ousting President Aristide)
1991: Kuwait (removing Iraqi forces from Kuwait)
1989: Panama (ousting General Noriega)
1983: Grenada (ousting General Austin’s Marxist forces)
1982: Nicaragua (providing support
1971: Chile (ousting President Allende)
1967: Indonesia (ousting President Sukarno)
1964: Brazil (ousting President Goulart)
1964: Chile (providing support against Salvador Allende)
1961: Congo (assassination of leader Lumumba)
1958: Lebanon (providing support to Christian political
parties)
1954: Guatemala (ousting President Arbenz)
1953: Iran (ousting Prime Minister Mossadegh)
1953: Philippines (providing support to the President
Magsaysay campaign)

1948: Italy (providing support to the Christian Democrats
campaign)
Read full article here…

Special
Counsel
Robert
Mueller Indicted 13 Russian
Citizens for Trolling Against
Hillary on Facebook
Special Counsel Robert Mueller indicted 13 Russian citizens
and three Russian entities on charges of interfering in US
elections through “sowing discord” on Facebook, and organizing
events that criticized Hillary Clinton- the charges amount to
Russians acting as ‘Facebook trolls’. Deputy Attorney General
Rod Rosenstein admitted that no Americans were in involved,
and there is no charge that the activity altered the outcome
of the election. Mueller has yet to present any evidence of
collusion.

Florida High School Students
Take on Role of Gun Control
Activists
Students from the Florida High School where the recent
shooting took place are calling for gun control, even though
Nikolas Cruz passed a background check and obtained his AR-15
gun legally. The gun control lobby is now recruiting young
students, especially those who are approaching the age of 18
[and eligible to vote] for their newest campaign, ‘March for
Our Lives’, which will include a march on Washington and
student protests across the country on March 24th. The group
is affiliated with ‘Everytown for Gun Safety’ that is funded
by former NY Mayor Michael Bloomberg.
They are angry. They are channeling their pain and stepping
into the harsh spotlight of a heated and ongoing national
debate. They are shielding their peers who feel too devastated
to do the same.
They are the survivors of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School Shooting that left 17 dead and more than a dozen others
injured — and the founders of a movement they’re calling:
“Never Again.”
“We are going to be the kids that you read about in textbooks
— not because we are going to be another statistic about mass

shootings in America, but because we are going to be last mass
shooting,” 18-year-old senior Emma Gonzalez said during a gun
control rally in Fort Lauderdale on Saturday. She said she
wrote her speech on the back of her notes from her Advanced
Placement government class.
Hundreds of people stood in the covered courtyard of the
federal courthouse in Fort Lauderdale demanding specific
policy changes following the nation’s deadliest high school
shooting: A ban on assault weapons. Stricter background checks
and an age requirement for gun purchases. Laws that keep guns
away from mentally ill people who want to use them to kill.
The message local teenagers sent to the adults in charge was
raw and cutting. They held signs that said: “My friends died
for what?” and “Money killed my friends.” At one point they
stood in a group and chanted: “You are responsible.”
On Sunday morning, the student leaders made an announcement to
a captive nation: They will lead a “March for Our Lives” in
Washington, D.C., on March 24, and they invited communities
across the country to hold simultaneous protests calling for
an end to mass school shootings.
Read full article here…

